Harnessing the Power
of Amazon Web Data
4 Ways Import.io Can Boost Your Success

Executive Summary
When it comes to online marketplaces, Amazon may not be
the only game in town for online retailers, but it’s close—with
Amazon now accounting for close to half of all online retail
sales.1 For retailers operating in this massive marketplace,
data is quickly emerging as the key competitive differentiator.
Review this white paper and find out how your team can
maximize the potential presented by Amazon web data.
Discover how you can gain the insights needed to make more
informed decisions, increase your edge over competitors, and
grow sales and profits.

Import.io turns Amazon into
a data source for:
• Optimizing pricing and
tracking over time
• Converting customer
reviews into actionable
intelligence
• Understanding and
boosting rankings
• Optimizing product
images and descriptions

Harnessing the Power of Amazon Web Data
Amazon’s Dominance—and What it Means for
Retailers
Founded in 1994 as an online bookstore, Amazon has emerged as the
largest player in the ecommerce sector, and as a dominant provider of cloud
computing services, digital content, and consumer electronics. Today, Amazon
has more than 300 million active customer accounts2 and 90 million members
of its Prime service.3 The company now has more than 300,000 employees
and analysts have predicted that Amazon’s market capitalization will reach $1
trillion in 2018.4
Over the five-week holiday shopping period that kicked off on Thanksgiving,
2017, Amazon captured 89 percent of all online holiday spending.5 Further,
Amazon has emerged not only as the preferred choice when consumers are
ready to buy, but the first place they go when embarking on a product search.
For example, a report showed that 55 percent of shoppers start their product
searches on Amazon, versus
28 percent who start on search
engines.6
For consumer packaged goods
retailers and manufacturers,
the Amazon Marketplace
has emerged as one of the
most productive—and most
competitive—venues for
marketing and sales. Given
the company’s dominance,
establishing strong positioning
and sales in the Amazon
Marketplace is emerging as a
critical requirement for growth
and even viability for many
retailers.
In the era of Amazon, retailers need to maximize their ability to harness this
data to optimize their operations and execution.

Amazon has emerged
as the go-to site for
consumers embarking
on product searches,
almost double the
activity on search
engines.
Source: Activate, Tech &
Media Outlook 2017
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How Import.io can Help Retailers
With Import.io, your organization can quickly and easily begin to leverage
Amazon web data and use it to your competitive advantage. Following are a
few ways you can use the Import.io solution.

Monitor Pricing
Retailers need to know how much competitors are charging for similar goods.
Since Amazon is often the first place consumers start when searching to buy
something online, it’s also a great place to track pricing.
In addition, Manufacturers can use Amazon to check the minimum advertised
price of its goods, which is particularly insightful given Amazon is often a low
price leader.

“Before I became
an Import.io client,
I had to depend on
employees at the
various manufacturers
where I needed data.
But now that I have
Import.io, I don’t
need to wait for that
anymore. If I need the
latest pricing, I just
create an extractor and
get it myself.”
—Phil Bracket, Technical
Sales Support, RepZio

With Import.io, it is easy to establish a baseline report of prices and products
sold on Amazon. Import.io then delivers automated updates when products are
added and removed or prices change—and with Amazon’s Dynamic Pricing,
they change often.
To monitor additional sites or handle more complex pricing scenarios,
Import.io also offers price monitoring as a service.

With Import.io
change monitoring,
you schedule change
reports to run as often
as you need them.
In this example, we
are monitoring price
changes of coffee
makers on Amazon
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Leverage Customer Reviews
Customer reviews play a critical role in helping or hurting sales on Amazon.
These reviews also represent a wealth of intelligence—if you can effectively
and efficiently harness this data. While it can be easy to compare average
ratings of different products and businesses, these averages don’t yield much
actionable information. Import.io streamlines the process of leveraging user
reviews, so you can gain the insights needed to optimize your offerings and
product mix.
With Import.io, you have your options when it comes to capturing and
analyzing customer reviews. Most simply, you can use the solution to create
a data extractor, capture the data, and import it into a spreadsheet for
analysis. You can also use Import.io to compare customer reviews of multiple
businesses. Import.io allows you to track key words contained in reviews
of your business and those of competitors to better understand customer
sentiment for each business.
As opposed to manually sifting through these reviews, Import.io enables you to
automate the effort, which means you can go much deeper and wider in terms
of numbers of reviews and competitors analyzed.

Example: If you look
at your product on
Amazon, compared
to direct competitors,
and you all have the
same number of stars,
it would be extremely
time-consuming and
difficult to garner
customer sentiment
manually sifting
through reviews.
Import.io allows you
to pull data based on
keywords from 100s
or 1,000s of customer
reviews.
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Monitor Rankings
Product ranking is another critical determinant of success in the Amazon
Marketplace. Understanding where your products appear within categories
and for specific searches is vital in establishing optimal pricing and packaging
strategies.
Several factors contribute to Amazon’s calculation of what products a customer
is most likely to buy, including:
•

Positive customer reviews

•

Quality of images

•

Competitive pricing

•

Relevancy to search terms

•

Completeness of description and specifications.

These are all factors in your control, so knowing how you rank will help you
improve your listing and thus improve your ranking. Import.io lets you track
the rankings overtime and be alerted when products move up or down.

Import.io makes it fast
and easy to extract
current rankings for
a given search or
category. Then, with
the solution’s change
reporting, you can run
reports that notify you
how these rankings
change over time. You
can elect to establish
hourly, daily, or weekly
change reports, so
you’re assured of
getting the timely
intelligence you need to
assess and refine your
strategies and tactics.

Once you have this data, you can look at products with higher rankings to see
what they are doing. Also, you can find key search terms to include in your
description and make other changes to move your products higher.
Some retailers use product popularity data from Amazon to organize their own
online marketplaces. If consumers land on your site and see what they want at
the top of the page, they are more likely to buy from you.

With Import.io you can
extract data based on
Amazon rankings and
set up Change Report
to alert you when
products move up or
down the rankings.
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Leverage Product Images and Descriptions
Maintaining current, accurate, and high-quality product images and
descriptions is vital to effective promotion and sales. If you’re a retailer,
ensuring you always have current, high quality descriptions is often
challenging.
If your organization is a manufacturer, you need to ensure that your resellers’
product photos and descriptions are up to date and accurate.
In both of these efforts, Import.io can be a tremendous asset.
With Import.io, you can extract photos and product descriptions directly from
target sites in order to leverage the most current information, and to make
sure the latest details are being used. This automated extraction can provide
significant time savings, potentially hundreds or thousands of hours a year for
larger or more complex product sets.

“We used to rely
on donors to
provide images and
information, however,
we often didn’t receive
complete details,
which meant we
had to spend a lot
of time researching
descriptions
and technical
specifications. With
Import.io, we are able
to automate that entire
process through web
data extraction.”
—Tony DiFranco,
Program Director,
WINwarehouse

With Import.io
you can download
100s-1,000s
of images and
descriptions at once.
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Retailers and Manufacturers Can Profit from Import.io
By leveraging Import.io, your organization can:
•

Optimize pricing and increase revenue: Gain the insights needed to ensure
your pricing yields maximum sales—and maximum profits.

•

Monitor and convert customer reviews into actionable intelligence:
Systematically track customer reviews so you can better understand purchase
behaviors and preferences.

•

Understand and boost rankings: Track quickly evolving rankings and gain
the insights needed to react to changes and optimize your packaging and
pricing in order to fuel enhanced placement and sales.

•

Optimize product images and descriptions and ensure accuracy: Efficiently
gather product images and descriptions, so you can ensure content is always
current, accurate, and effective in promoting your goods.

With Import.io’s power and ease of use, you can gain the insights you need to
fuel these improved business results, while saving time.

Why Import.io is the Right Partner
As an Amazon data expert, Import.io represents an ideal partner for retailers
and manufacturers that use web data for strategic decisions. By partnering with
Import.io, your organization can maximize the potential advantages of Amazon
web data. Email hello@import.io today and find out how we can help you gain
the insights you need to:
•

Boost your success in the Amazon marketplace

•

Ensure you own ecommerce website is competitive

•

Stay on top of competitive pricing and minimum advertised pricing
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